A longitudinal mobile phone data that include both location and communication logs is analyzed to infer social influence in terms of ego-network effect in the commute mode choice. The results show that person's strong ties are more important to determine if driving is the person's transport mode choice, whereas weak ties are more important to determine if public transit is the person's choice. It is also evident from the results that social ties that are geographically closer are more influential for the commute mode choice than the ones who are farther away. For public transit, access distance is also one of the influential factors. The portion of transit users decreases as the access distance becomes larger. Moreover, social network is shown to influence the commute mode choice, as the likelihood of choosing a particular mode choice rises with the portion of social ties choosing that specific mode.
Introduction
Experiencing a range of trends such as urbanization, globalization, scarcity of resources, and technological advancements has been a global phenomenon. These lines of changes influence how planners address problems and evaluate solutions. The field of transportation is also experiencing a paradigm shift and focuses on applying all-inclusive multimodal approach and demand management solutions to reduce private car dependence and increase the efficiency and sustainability of public transit systems [] .
In the developed countries, the use of private vehicle constantly grew until recently. To accommodate the increased vehicle travel resulting from private vehicle growth, public authorities followed an approach that nowadays is financially unsustainable such as expanding the urban road network. In recent years, trends related to population aging, rising fuel prices, urbanization, rising health and environmental impacts, and changing consumer preferences cause the private car travel reaching its peak [] , which stimulated an increasing demand for alternative modes [] .
A range of transportation demand management measures have been examined to understand their effect in reducing private car use. Some of these measures are intended to improve the attractiveness of alternative transport modes e.g., provision of free bus travel for a specified time period, and other measures are intended to limit private car use such as temporary changes to infrastructural conditions e.g., road closures [] , nevertheless recent experiences show that people are willing to use alternative modes such as walking, bicycling, and public transit. To meet the increasing travel demand for alternative modes, there is a need to improve the quality of the services in terms of convenience, comfort, affordability, and integration. This cannot be done without understanding the travelers' needs and their preference of using the alternative modes. One aspect that should be improved is mode choice modeling, which is considered essential for predicting the future growth for each mode, in addition to identifying factors that influence the use of each mode and shifting from one mode to another.
Mode choice models can be aggregated if they are based on aggregated zonal (and interzonal) information. It can also have disaggregated models if they are based on household and/or individual data. Disaggregate models consider that the demand is the result of several decisions of each individual traveler. The two most common discrete-choice models, multinomial logit and nested logit, have been used to investigate factors influencing travel behavior [, ] . The theoretical base of the discrete-choice model is that individuals travel choice is based on the utility maximization principle or relative attractiveness of competing alternatives. A discrete-choice model predicts a probability made by an individual as a function of any number of factors that describes the alternatives [, ].
Discrete-choice models can be based on either observed behavior (Revealed Preferences data) or on hypothetical choice surveys (Stated Preference data) that contains datasets of three main categories, which are believed to be important to influence mode choice: (i) characteristics of the trip maker -car ownership, possession of driving license, household structure, income, etc., (ii) characteristics of the journey -trip purpose, time of the day, and if trip is taken alone or with others, and (iii) characteristics of the transport facility -components of monetary cost, in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle times, parking, comfort and convenience, safety, security, etc. [] .
Discrete-choice models are based on the economic theories under the assumption that people choose between transport modes according to rational principles. The basic assumption is that people attempt to maximize the utility derived from the alternatives' different characteristics against each other and decide rationally. However, these economic theories and methods lack some factors from social relationships that influences people's transport mode choice. Social influence in transportation is becoming a topic of increasing coverage [] . Social network theory acknowledges the role of social contagion and spreading mechanisms in the process of decision making, and social relationships may directly influence the making of different choices, such as transport mode. For example, when more members of an ego-network use a particular mode of transport, it is more likely that a given member of that network uses that mode as well, which may be due to conformity, social pressure, or imitation mechanism. Thus, the threshold models of influence [] describe the influence of others as a function of the proportion of other people adopting a new type of behavior. On the other hand, network homophily can be responsible of imitation process by which people may modify their behaviors to bring them more closely into alignment with the behaviors of their friends [, ] .
In this study, we use mobile phone data for the following two purposes: (i) to infer transport mode, and (ii) to investigate the influence of social network variables on transport mode choice. Our analysis focuses on the commuting trips, i.e., travels between residence and workplace locations. A complementary work on social network influence on leisure travels can be found in [] .
Related work
In recent years, there have been studies that explored the use of cellular network data for different purposes. These studies investigated various topics such as traffic estimation [ [] . Some of these collective decisions can trap a population in a suboptimal state, for example a financial bubble due to financial actors' herding behavior [] . Alternatively, they may steer a system into positive directions, such as increased tax compliance rates [] and improved weight loss progression [] . However, understanding how such collective decisions are formed, evaluating their benefit for the population, and even directing their outcomes, is conditional on quantifying how people perceive and respond to social influence.
Social influence on travel behavior
The idea that participation in social activities may affect travel decisions is not new in transportation research. For example, the need for belongingness was identified as a motivator for travel by Salomon [] . Conceptually, time geography research (e.g., [-]) has long emphasized the importance of social contact, in the form of coupling constraints, as a key determinant of travel. There is evidence that shows a connection between social interaction and amount of travel. Harvey and Taylor [] conducted a study using  Canadian time-use data and discovered that employees who work from home spent less time with others. Their results also showed that these employees spent as little as % of their time (when awake) with others as compared with % for individuals in the conventional workplace. Harvey and Taylor also found that people who had very little social interaction with others tended to travel more. These results suggest that working from home may not reduce travel for everyone, but just alter the purpose of travel, which is also in line with the study by Arentze and Timmermans [] . Based on these findings, Harvey and Taylor [] discussed the necessity of achieving a better understanding of social contact, and in particular identifying the social relationship. Previous transportation research has also investigated the role of social organization (including household), sociodemographics, and gender on travel behavior, often at an aggregate level (e.g., [-] ) but also at the individual level (e.g., [, ]), however considering only the characteristics of the individual, and not his or her connections to others. Nonetheless, relatively little work has been done to operationalize the influence of these connections, and more specifically of the decisions made by others, on individual decision making. Ben-Akiva and Lerman [] (p.), for example, noted that "(by) considering a group of persons as a single decision maker. . . it is possible to abstract partially the complex interactions within. . . a household or firm. " Although this approach, commonly adopted in travel behavior research, is a useful first-hand approximation to complex problems, it ignores important aspects derived from interpersonal interactions. More recent research, on the other hand, has started to tackle some of the additional complexity involved in dealing with social interdependencies, as seen in the small but growing literature on social relationships and interactions in travel decision making (e.g., [-]). Besides a small number of examples in this particular area of research, other aspects of social influence continue to be ignored in the analysis of travel behavior, such as social tie strength and socio-geography [].
Mobile sensing approach in behavior analysis
Today's mobile phone is not just a communication device but also a new gateway for human behavior sensing -a new sensor-networking paradigm that incorporates human as part of its sensing infrastructure. The mobile sensing approach allows researchers to collect and analyze human behavior on a large-scale. Human mobility is one of the hottest topics in recent research. Song et al.
[] studied the mobility patterns of anonymous mobile phone users and concluded that, despite the common perception that our actions are random and unpredictable, human mobility follows surprisingly regular patterns and is % predictable. Their result is in line with González et al. [] who showed that while most individuals travel only short distances and a few regularly move over hundreds of miles, they all follow a simple pattern regardless of time and distance, and they have a strong tendency to return to locations they visited before. The statistical properties of human mobility have been studied [] 
Methodology

Subjects
This study has taken an opportunistic sensing approach for real-life behavior observation, as human subjects are also part of the sensing infrastructure. For billing purposes, telecom operators keep records of their mobile phone customers' usage logs. Each of these usage logs, also known as Call Detail Records (CDRs), includes a caller ID, callee ID, caller's connected cell tower ID, callee's connected cell tower ID, duration of the call, and timestamp. Each time the mobile phone user makes or receives a call, i.e., connecting to a cell tower, the nearest cell tower location is recorded. Thus, collectively CDR data provides fine-grained longitudinal information about the individual's mobility and sociality. In this study, we capitalized on the opportunity that this kind of data can provide such a detailed behavior observation concerning mobility and sociality. We used anonymized CDR data of mobile phone users in Portugal over the period of one year.
To safeguard personal privacy, individual phone numbers were anonymized by the operator before leaving their storage facilities, and were identified with a security ID (hash code). The dataset does not contain information relating to text messages (SMS) or data usage (Internet). There is a total of , cell towers, each on average serves an area of  km  , which reduces to . km  in urban areas such as Lisbon and Porto.
For the subjects of our study, we started with an initial random sample of  mobile phone users (whose locations were recorded at least five times each month over the period of one year) as the ego-subjects, and followed the approach by Onnela et al. [] , to gather their alters (i.e., social ties) based on reciprocal communications. This snowball samplinglike subject recruitment gave us , alters, so there was a total of , subjects for the study. This is an egocentric network with the depth of .
On average, over one year of observation, there are . reciprocal links per ego-subject (i.e., number of social ties), each ego-subject spent . minutes on the mobile phone each month (approximately  minutes daily) and was connected to cellular network . times (calls) monthly (approximately  calls daily) across . different cell tower locations (. cells monthly). Histograms of the number of social ties, call duration, call frequency, and mobility (number of different cell sites visited) are shown in Figure  
Residence and work location inference
In this study, we were interested in travel mode choices for commuting i.e., travel between one's place of residence and place of work (or study), which accounts for a large portion of all person trips. So, our first task was to identify the place of residence for each ego-subject. Since the location information of mobile phone users is at the level of cell tower location, so we estimated the place of residence for each ego-subject by taking our previous and successful approach in identifying residence location as the location of the most frequently used cell tower during the nighttime (pm-am). This approach has been proven as a reasonable approximation, as its result was validated against the actual census information in our previous study where we compared the portion of the estimated population density based on our residence location estimation with the actual population density across all  municipalities of Portugal [] . Figure  of our  ego-subjects overlaid with the road networks of Portugal. It can be seen that the residence locations of our ego-subjects are spread geographically across the country, while highly clustered in urban areas, such as Lisbon and Porto -intuitively, in coherence with the general population density distribution of the country. By the same token, we took this approach in estimating the workplace location for each ego-subject as the location of the cell tower with the highest level of call activity during normal business hours (am-pm) on weekdays. With the estimated residence and workplace locations, we further computed the commuting distance for each ego-subject. The average commuting distance was . km (median distance was . km). The longest commuting distance is . km while the shortest is . km among the ego-subjects. A histogram of the commuting distances is shown in Figure . 
Social tie strength inference
In addition to the location information, CDRs also include call logs that carry the information about individual's social activity in the cellular network, from which social network information can be extracted. Each ego-subject's social network was identified based on the caller IDs that were associated with the ego-subject through reciprocal calls. In other words, any individuals who had received and made calls to/from the ego-subject were considered the ego-subject's social tie (or alter). As shown previously, a histogram of number of social ties per ego-subject is illustrated in Figure  (a). To get a geographical sense about the ego-subjects and their ties' locations, Figure  shows a few examples of geographical distribution of the residence locations of the ego-subject and his/her social ties. The aforementioned approach was used to infer the social tie's residence location. Ego-subject's residence location is marked with a red star while the tie's residence location is marked with a blue dot. As reported in [] , in most cases, social ties are geographically clustered near the ego-subject's location. From all ego-subjects, the average distance between the ego-subject and social tie is . km, with the minimum of  km and the maximum of ,. km. A histogram of distances between the ego-subject's and tie's residence locations is shown in Figure  (a). Due to its statistical distribution, a logarithmic scale was used to show the distribution of the histogram. It can be observed that there is a peak at around  km, and another peak at  km, which is an approximate distance between Lisbon and Porto. In a social network, normally there are different levels of closeness in relation that defines the strength of social tie. Blondel et al. [] surveyed different methods that have been used to set a meaningful metric to measure the importance of a link between ties. So, we further inferred the social tie strength by adopting the theory of tie strength developed by Mark Granovetter in his  milestone paper [] . He defined the strength of a tie as "a combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services". We took a similar approach to Onnela et al.
[] by using the amount of time spent in communication and reciprocity as proxies. We computed the tie strength between the ego-subject and a tie based on a total call duration between them, normalized by the total call duration between the ego-subject and all ties as given by Eq. ().
where s(i) is the tie strength between the ego-subject and the ith tie, c(i) is the total call duration between the ego-subject and ith tie, and the denominator is the total call duration between and the ego-subject and all associated ties where N is the total number of associated ties. Thus, the value of tie strength ranges from  (lowest strength) to  (highest strength). 
Transport mode inference
With the estimated residence and workplace locations, we further inferred about the subject's mode choice for commuting, based on the mobile phone usage history. We used the Google Maps Directions API [] as a tool to help us make a sensible inference about the commute mode choice. With the Google Maps Direction API, for each subject, we made an HTTP request for waypoints by using residence and workplace locations as the origin and destination parameters. Public transportation and private car are the two most common modes of today's transportation. The influential factors and attitudes towards the choice of these modes have been the subject of both transport and behavioural science studies [-]. In Portugal, there have been some recent efforts by public authorities at central and local levels to promote the provision of soft modes (e.g., walking and cycling), but the implementation of a soft mobility network is in its early stage. This results in a rare use of soft modes for daily commuting, particularly in urban areas [] . Therefore, we considered driving and public transit as the transport mode choices in this study, so for each subject, two HTTP requests were made regarding the mode choice. Along with the origin and destination parameters, "driving" and "transit" were used for mode parameter. The response from each HTTP request includes routes i.e., route choices between origin and destination by each given transport mode (i.e., driving and transit). The number of route choices returned from the request varies with the given origin and destination locations. These route choices were possible route choices suggested by the Google Maps Directions API. Figure  shows an example of route choices between residence and workplace locations of one of the ego-subjects. There are three route choices for each given transport mode in this example. With these suggested routes, our task here was to identify the most probable route taken by the subject, based on the traces of the subject's mobile phone usage. Each response routes (suggested route) that we obtained from our HTTP request includes legs, which are waypoints (or geographic points) along the route. Figure  shows the suggested routes (according to the obtained legs information) for both driving and transit (three choices for each mode, in this example) between a subject's residence and workplace locations, along with the subject's mobile phone usage history locations, each marked with a green halo circle whose size corresponds to the amount of usage (the number of connections to the cellular network) -i.e., a larger size means a higher number of connections, which can imply a more frequent visited location. Suggested driving routes are in blue while transit routes are in magenta. Residence and workplace locations are marked with solid red circles.
Intuitively, the route that is geographically closer to the locations of mobile phone connectivity i.e., visited locations, is more likely to be the actual route taken by the subject. As an example (in Figure ) , the driving route choice on the upper right corner position of the figure appears to be the most probable route taken for commuting, as the route lies in the area of frequent mobile phone usage locations. As the subject has collectively (over a year) connected to the cell towers along the route, which sensibly suggests that this route is likely to be the route taken by the subject -and hence driving is the mode choice.
Systematically, we interpolated the obtained routes so that each route has  waypoints to guarantee the fairness in comparison among different routes, regarding the distance to the mobile phone usage locations. The task here was to find the nearest route to the mobile usage locations. The number of data points (waypoints) of  for our data interpolation was arbitrarily chosen.
Computationally, for each route k (denoted by r k );
is the ith waypoint of route k and M is the number of waypoints (), we computed the distance (m k ) between the M waypoints and a set of all N mobile phone usage locations, as following:
where c(i) is the average haversine distance (dist(x, y)) [] from the waypoint i to all N mobile usage locations, i.e.,
Each waypoint x k (i) consists of geographic coordinates (latitude, longitude); x k (i) = {lat k (i), lon k (i)} while each mobile phone usage location (y(j)) also consists of geographic coordinates, i.e., y(j) = {lat(j), lon(j)} (as shown in Figure ) , therefore c(i) can be calculated as:
where w(j) is a weight function that varies with the level of connectivity at the usage location j as follows:
where f (j) is the number of connections (i.e., calls made or received) at the mobile usage location j, so a mobile usage location with a higher connectivity has a lower weight, and vice versa. The distance m k is computed for all suggested routes, and the route with the minimum m k is then chosen as the most probable route taken by the subject, and the mode choice is determined accordingly. With this transport mode inference algorithm, we have found that for all , subjects, driving is the mode choice of , subjects while transit is the choice of  subjects, which account for .% (driving) and .% (transit). These percentages are in line with the actual survey data, which are % for driving and % for transit, reported by Eurostat [] and ECORYS Transport of Portugal []. For our ego-subjects, driving is the choice of  subjects while transit is the choice of  subjects.
Results
Commute mode choices of social ties
The inferred commute transport modes and social ties allowed us to further investigate on the mode choices of the ego-subjects' social ties. We separated the ego-subjects into two groups according to their commute mode choices; driving and transit. As our initial interest was to observe the characteristic distributions of social ties' mode choices that were believed to influence the choices of the ego-subjects, so we inspected the mode choices the ego-subjects' ties for each ego-subject's group. For each ego-subject, we examined the number of driving and transit ties from which the fraction of each tie's mode choice was calculated. Figure  ties, and . and . for the transit ties, respectively. It can be observed that there is a much higher fraction of social ties whose commute mode choice are driving, which may have influenced the mode choice decision for the driving ego-subjects. On the other hand, by examining the mode choices of the transit ego-subjects' social ties, we found that the fraction of social ties whose choice is driving is still higher than that of the social ties with transit being their mode choice, as shown in Figure (b) . The average and standard deviation are (., .) for driving ties, and (., .) for transit ties.
Since driving is the mode choice of the majority, its fractions appear to overwhelm the transit ties' fractions in both mode choice groups of the ego-subjects. Although, this is the case, it is still observed that there is a slight shift of these fractions where the average of the transit ties' fraction (.) is slightly higher than the driving ego-subjects' transit ties' (.), as well as a downshift in the driving ties' fractions for transit ego-subjects. This minor evidence may have softly suggested that the mode choice made by the members of the ego-subject's social network can influence the ego-subject's mode choice as well.
To ensure that this result is not entirely due to the unbalanced distribution of car and transit users, we re-generated the result with a random reference system that randomly shuffles the mode choices among people in the dataset. Firstly, we reshuffled the driving mode choices among the people and re-measured the average fractions of driving and transit social ties for each set of driving and transit ego-subjects. We repeated this experiment for  times. Secondly, we reshuffled the transit mode choices and re-measured the results. We've observed that the results obtained from this random reference system are different from the result in Figure  as there are overlaps (histograms shown in Tables  and  in the Appendix) and hence the difference between the average fractions of driving and transit ties (Tables  and  in the Appendix) are less than the results observed in Figure  , which are (., .) for driving subjects and (., .) transit subjects. The average difference between the fractions of driving and transit ties from the random reference system is . for driving subjects and . for transit subjects, while the result in Figure  has the differences of . and . for driving and transit subjects, respectively -which are overall .% and .% greater than the random references. This may suggest that the result in Figure  is not entirely due to the unbalanced distribution of car and transit users but perhaps also the social influence.
There may be multiple realizations for why the mode choices of the ego-subjects resemble the mode choices of ego-subject´s ties for each ego-subject´s group. Pike [] explained that other members in the ego-subject´s social network could influence the ego-subject. Alternatively, it may be that all members in the ego-subject´s social network have a similar choice context such as similar costs associated with each mode, and that may result in the same mode choice among the ego-subject's social network. It is also possible that members of the subject´s social network are all prone to make the same choice because of shared attitudes on transportation, and this preliminary finding has led us to our further investigation (presented in the later sections).
Social distance
The strength of tie defines the level of social closeness or relationship. Strong ties are people who are socially close to us and whose social circles tightly overlap with our own. Typically they are people we trust and with whom we share several common interests. On the contrary, weak ties represent mere acquaintances. Different strengths of social ties can Along this line of behavior understanding, here we were interested in how tie strength relates the transport mode choice decision. So, we extended our preliminary investigation on social ties' commute mode choices to examine the tie strength. In particular, we inspected the fraction of social ties who share a common mode choice with the individual ego-subjects, across a range of tie strength values (calculated using Eq. ()).
Interestingly, as the strength of tie increases, the fraction of ties sharing a common mode choice decreases. This relationship can be fitted with a power law equation y(x) = . ×  - x -. + . with r = ., as shown in Figure  . The result may suggest that weaker ties tend to have a higher influence on the ego-subject's mode choice, as a higher fraction of them share a common mode choice with the ego-subjects. To ensure that the observed result is not entirely due to the overwhelming fraction of weak ties, we re-produced this result by considering a network with the same number of connections, degree, and overall fraction of weak ties as originally, but with the transport modes reshuffled among people. We repeated the experiment for  trials. We've observed that the results obtained from this setup (shown in Table  in the Appendix) are rather random when compared with the result in Figure  , which is more structured and can be nicely fitted by an equation.
We further examined two separate groups of the ego-subjects; driving and transit. A quite similar result is also observed for the driving ego-subjects (shown in Figure (a) ), but not the same for the transit ego-subjects ( Figure (b) ). Interestingly, for driving ego-subjects, two distinct trends are observed. When the tie strength is less than the average tie strength, the portion of driving ties decreases as the tie strength increases (y(x) = .x -. + . with r = .). However, when the tie strength is higher than the average, the portion of driving ties increases with the tie strength value (y(x) = .x -. + . with r = .).
The average tie strength has been used to determine strong ties and weak ties [] where those with a tie strength value of greater than the average are classified as strong ties, and otherwise classified as weak ties. So, the result in Figure (a) suggests that as the tie strength increases, weak ties become less influential while strong ties become more influential for the driving ego-subjects. Note that our notion of being influential here means being likely that ego-subject is to share a common choice as reflected by the fraction of social ties' mode choices observed. The observed higher influence of weaker ties here follows the phenomenon described by Granovetter [] that individuals are often influenced by others with whom they have tenuous or even random relationships -i.e., weak ties. Our observation of the similar level of influence across tie strengths is in line with a study of the impact of strong and weak ties on the acceptance of a new product by Goldenberg et al. [] that concluded that the influence of weak ties is as strong as the influence of strong ties, and their effect approximates or exceeds that of strong ties, in all stages of the product life cycle. In addition, they also observed that when personal networks are small, weak ties were found to have a stronger impact on information dissemination than strong ties, which is likely the case for our result in Figure (a) . Our result thus adds to the literature from the perspective of the influence of social ties on the choice of commuting by a car.
On the other hand, for the transit ego-subjects, opposite trends are observed (Figure (b) ). As the tie strength increases, the influence of weak ties become more profound (y(x) = .x -. + . with r = .), whereas the influence of strong ties become less reflective (y(x) = -.x -. + . with r = .). Thus, Fig- ure  suggests that strong ties are more important to determine if driving is the person's transport mode choice, whereas weak ties are more important to determine if public transit is the person's choice. People commuting by transit may have a larger chance to create homophilic weak links, as they share space and spend some time together. Drivercommuters, on the other hand, are traveling either by themselves or with people who are presumably strong links. This result complements the study of de Kleijn [] , which found that stronger ties have a greater influence than weaker ties on choice of travelling by public transport, and it extends the observation with a remark of the influence that drops as the tie strength increases for the strong ties.
Physical distance
After having investigated on the influence of social distance on mode choices, here we were interested in exploring how geographical distance plays a role in mode choice de- cision. In particular, as we've already observed that distance in social relationship is an influential factor, so we wanted to further explore if the physical distance to the social ties is also another influential factor for the mode choice decision. For instance, are friends who live (or work) nearby more influential than those who live (or work) farther away? It is the question concerning landscape and transport infrastructures that may influence the transport mode choice decision, as different geographical areas may be structured with different physical arrangements. So, we examined the portion of ties who share a common mode choice with the individual ego-subjects across a range of geographical distance between them. Residence and workplace locations were considered. We observed the trend that as the distance increases, the portion of ties who share a common mode choice drops, conceivably (as shown in Figure  The observed results suggest that social ties who are geographically closer are more influential for the commute mode choice than the ones who are farther away. Plausibly, landscape and transport infrastructures may also play a role in transport mode choice as it circumscribes spatial arrangement and thus constraints for the area's transportation. So, for those who are within nearby areas, their transport mode choices tend to be more similar.
Previous studies approached the interplay of mobility patterns and social relationship from a different angle. Their primary objective was measuring the correlations between tie strength and mobility similarity and showed that mobility similarity can be used to classify social relationships [, ]. Our study offers another perspective that physical distance to the social ties, from working/living nearby to sharing/attending sets of similar locations, can be influential factor for the mode choice decision.
We continued to ask the question concerning the physical space or spatial arrangement, particularly in this case it refers to the public transit accessibility -i.e., how public transit infrastructure influences the decision of public transit usage.
Accessibility of public transit is important in evaluating existing services and predicting travel demands. Access distance [] is one of the accessibility measures. So for each of our , subjects, we measured the distance to the nearest public transport station. We used the Google Places API via the Nearby Place Search [] with "Type" parameter set to 'transit_station' . We then examined the fraction of the subjects who are transit users as the distance to the nearest public transit station varies from  m to  km. Expectedly, the result (in Figure ) shows that as the access distance increases the portion of transit users decreases. This relationship can also be described by a fitted power law equation: y(x) = . ×   (x + ,.) -. with r = .. Hence, public transit access distance is also one of the influential factors for commute mode choice decision. Our current analysis considers the accessibility as the ease of access to the public transport stations. Our future studies will also explore other aspects of public transport use, such as out-of-vehicle and in-vehicle-times, speed, directness of travel, and number of transfers for specific origin-destination connections, and so on. In a study conducted in Lisbon, Papaioannou and Martinez [] emphasized on the primary role of accessibility in people´s mode choice decision. This however is not always the case, in major urban areas, where residents have access to variety of transportation options, distance can be a less influential factor and travellers tend to choose transport modes that provide better service rather than being nearby. 
Ego-network effect
We were back to the question of how our social network influences our mode choice decision. Do we have a tendency of having the same choice with our social network? Is a person likely to be a public transit user if most of people in the person's social network are public transit users? To find out about this ego-network effect, we scrutinized the fraction of number of social ties in each ego-subject's social network who share a common commute mode choice. We inspected the fraction of social ties who share a common commute mode choice with the main subject. The result (in Figure ) shows that the there is a higher likelihood of the subject using the same commute mode choice with his/her ties when the portion of the ties using the particular mode choice increases within his/her social network. It is the case for both mode choices: (a) transit and (b) driving. For transit, the trend can be described by a fitted linear equation y(x) = .x + . with r = ., while for the driving, the fitted linear equation is y(x) = .x -. with r = ..
The result is a supporting evidence of homophily in social networks [] . Our result suggests that people who are already connected within personal network can also influence one another's behavioral characteristics such as commute mode choice decision, as shown in this study. Our data does not allow us to go further in an explanation of psychological factors implied in the individual decision-making, however the influence of social expectations on intention and habits to use a car or public transport has been observed in psychological studies [] . Our research indicates that the social influence can be particularly effective when originating in one's interpersonal relations.
Conclusions
The advance in information and telecommunication technologies such as personal mobile phones has opened up new exciting opportunities for behavior studies among which is the opportunistic behavioral sensing that incorporates human being as part of sensing infrastructure via cellular network. By analyzing a longitudinal mobile phone data that include both location and communication logs, we were able to infer transport mode choices of , mobile phone users that were considered as the subjects in our study, as well as investigate on the social influence on commute mode choice decision. Our results show that strong ties are more important to determine if driving is the person's transport mode choice. On the other hand, weak ties are more important to determine if public transit is the person's choice. These results seem to be in line with the threshold model of social influence [] . However, it indicates also that the influence of others can be differentiated according to their relation with ego. Not only all individuals are not equally influenced by others [] , but different links can be more or less influentials in the mode choice. Furthermore, we've observed that social ties that are geographically closer are more influential for the commute mode choice than the ones who are farther away. Our analysis also shows that the public transit access distance is one of the influential factors for the commute mode choice decision, as the results have pointed out that the portion of transit users decreases as the access distance increases. In addition, we've observed that the likelihood of choosing either transit or driving as a commute mode choice increases with the portion of social ties choosing that particular mode choice. Hence, social network evidently does influence transport mode choice.
There are nonetheless some limitations to the observations we present in this study. The first of these is the discontinuous nature of the location traces in our dataset. Since individuals were only located when connections with the cellular network were established, we were able to only identify a subset of all the locations visited in the course of a day. However, we believe that our aggregation of mobility patterns and the longitudinal nature of our data compensates for this. The second limitation is the coarse spatial resolution of the location traces, which is determined by the granularity of cellular tower coverage. Although traditional surveys can achieve much higher spatial resolution, in practice such surveys are only conducted for small samples of the whole population and for very limited periods of time. Another limitation is the unavailability of the actual transport mode ground-truth information at the individual level, which restricts our validation to an aggregate level (national level). Thus, the individual-level validation will be part our future investigation that explores possible means for ground-truth data collection. Our future investigation will also include the development of map matching algorithm that can be applied to map waypoints (legs information) to actual road network for higher precision. Furthermore, there are other significant places besides residence and workplace such as grocery store, restaurant, and so on that can be explored for more complete understanding of travel behavior, in particular, mode choice behavior, which may vary significantly with the type of these contextual places, as seen in service usage patterns [, ]. Moreover, there are several relevant factors that can influence transport mode choice decision such as age, socio-economic status, geographical constraints, social influence, awareness to environmental damage, time of commuting, and so on. Social influence, the focus of this study, is one of these many influential factors. Although social influence may not be the strongest determinant of travel behavior, it contributes interestingly to some extent, and its effect has often been left out when modeling the mode choice decision process. So, this study provides an observational view of travel behavior from the social network context perspective.
We believe that this study sheds new light on the transport behavior research from the social-context perspective, and we hope that our findings suggest new ways to use mobile phone data to investigate the social influence on transport mode choice behavior. This present analysis is based on a static ego-centric social network. In the future, with time-evolving information such as transport mode adoption, and network evolution, it will allow for investigation of more insights into social influence on mode adoption over time. Additional data sources such as socioeconomic status in different areas can also be considered in future investigation. There is still a number of remaining interesting open questions, such as how much does each of the social and spatial elements influence the mode choice decision, what role do the social norms play in the decision, and how does transport mode decision change over time?
Appendix
Tables  and  show the numeric results obtained from a random reference system where mode choices are randomly reshuffled among people in the dataset. The experiment was carried out for  trials each with a different random set of mode choice assignments. The purpose of the experiment is to compare the obtained results with the result in Figure  to ensure that that the result in Figure  is not due entirely to the unbalanced distribution of car and transit users. Tables  and  show the corresponding histograms of the results in Tables  and , respectively. Table  shows the re-produced results of Figure  by a random reference system -i.e., considering a network with the same number of connections, degree, and overall fraction of weak ties as originally, but with the transport modes reshuffled among people. Experiment was carried out for  trials to produce some evidence that ensures that the result observed in Figure  is not entirely due to the overwhelming fraction of weak ties. Table 6 Re-generated result of Figure 11 by considering a network with the same number of connections, degree, and overall fraction of weak ties as originally, but with the transport modes reshuffled among people. Experiment was carried out for 10 trials Economics of Networks and Services Department, Orange Labs, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France. 4 Center for Informatics and Systems, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal.
